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ABSTRACT

As one of the most effective techniques for finding software vulnerabilities, fuzzing has become a hot topic in
software security. It feeds potentially syntactically or semantically malformed test data to a target program to mine
vulnerabilities and crash the system. In recent years, considerable efforts have been dedicated by researchers and
practitioners towards improving fuzzing, so there are more and more methods and forms, which make it difficult to
have a comprehensive understanding of the technique. This paper conducts a thorough survey of fuzzing, focusing
on its general process, classification, common application scenarios, and some state-of-the-art techniques that have
been introduced to improve its performance. Finally, this paper puts forward key research challenges and proposes
possible future research directions that may provide new insights for researchers.
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1 Introduction

As information technology evolves, software has infiltrated into more and more aspects of modern
life. The booming development of software not only changes people’s lives but also brings several
software security problems. On February 20, 2020, Apache Tomcat [1] exposed a high-risk server
file read/inclusion vulnerability (CVE-2020–1938 [2]), which caused the disclosure of sensitive data
such as important configuration files and source code in web app directories on Tomcat. Under a
specified condition, one can further implement remote code execution to directly control the server.
If the vulnerability is exploited, it could affect millions of Tomcat servers running around the world,
and the potential damage could be incalculable [3,4].

Currently, there is no broad consensus on the definition of software vulnerability. In accordance
with [5,6], in this paper, software vulnerability refers to the defects or errors produced in software
development and operations, and triggered under specific conditions, which can cause serious damage
to the operating platform of the software, affect the normal operation of the system, and even threaten
the privacy and property of users. As a key problem in software security, effective vulnerability mining
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has become a research hotspot. In general, vulnerability mining technologies are mainly divided into
static and dynamic analysis, as shown in Fig. 1. Static analysis does not require running a program,
and its commonly used methods include static symbolic execution, data flow analysis, model checking,
abstract interpretation, etc. Dynamic analysis is carried out based on actual program execution, and
the methods mainly include dynamic symbol execution and fuzzing (also called fuzz testing). Static
analysis technology relies heavily on prior knowledge and has some defects such as low accuracy
and high false-positive rate. It has been noted that path explosion is the main problem faced by
both static symbolic execution and dynamic symbolic execution. Path explosion, also known as state
explosion, refers to a situation where the number of paths grows exponentially with the increase of
branching conditions in the program running. Due to the existence of the path explosion problem,
symbol execution is difficult to handle in large and complex applications. By comparison, fuzzing
has many advantages, such as low system consumption, a low false-positive rate, and a high degree
of automation. In simple terms, fuzzing mines vulnerabilities by sending malicious data to the target
program and monitoring its abnormal behaviors [7].
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Figure 1: Common vulnerability mining techniques

In 1990, fuzzing first emerged and was used for software testing of UNIX systems to test the
robustness of various UNIX applications [8]. If the target program crashes or hangs when it is fed
random strings, the tool would analyze the input that causes the exception. Although fuzzing was just
a typical black-box testing method at that time, it was still effective. As fuzzing evolves, some state-of-
the-art techniques are introduced by researchers to carry out vulnerability mining, and the application
scenarios of fuzzing are also expanding constantly. Simple but effective, fuzzing has become a testing
method that mines the largest number of software vulnerabilities encountered so far. Many software
manufacturers carry out fuzzing before the software is released to discover potential vulnerabilities.

Fuzzing has experienced rapid development in recent years. However, the existing reviews of
fuzzing mainly focus on certain aspects, which are not conducive to a comprehensive understanding
of fuzzing. To this end, a thorough overview of fuzzing is presented in this paper. We introduce the
principle and general process of fuzzing, and provide an overview of the research progress of fuzzing
in recent years. The key techniques applied to fuzzing are also introduced. Furthermore, the common
application scenarios of fuzzing are presented, including industrial control protocols, web applications,
kernels, machine learning models, and smart contracts. At last, the challenges faced by fuzzing are
discussed and the future research directions are proposed. The overall contributions of this paper are
summarized in Table 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The paper starts with the background
knowledge about fuzzing in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the related works that have a significant
impact on the development of fuzzing. Section 4 systematically reviews the key techniques of fuzzing.
Section 5 presents the common application scenarios of fuzzing. Section 6 discusses the challenges
faced by fuzzing techniques and sheds light on directions for future research. The conclusion of the
paper is presented in Section 7.
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Table 1: Overall contributions of this paper

Section Corresponding content

Working process Seed file generation, test case generation, bug detection, ...
Evaluation metrics Coverage, unique code path, pass rate, ...
Key techniques Symbolic execution, coverage feedback, taint analysis, ...
Application scenarios Industrial control protocol, web application, OS kernel, ...

(1) More application scenarios
Challenges (2) More complex software

(3) The absence of datasets
(4) Coverage guidance hits a bottleneck

(1) Building one-stop cluster fuzzing platforms
Future directions (2) Combining deep learning with fuzzing

(3) Constructing vulnerability datasets
(4) Combining program analysis with fuzzing

2 Background
2.1 Classification

As shown in Fig. 2, fuzzing can be classified into different kinds from different perspectives.
Depending on the knowledge extent of the internal structure of the target program, fuzzing can be
classified into the black box, grey box, and white box [9]. The program under testing is considered
a black-box whose internal details are unknowable when testers perform black-box fuzzing. Testers
input test cases into the program under testing, observe output results, and complete the test without
knowing how the program works. Different from black-box fuzzing, white-box fuzzing can be thought
of as being done in a transparent box whose internal details are known. The details include source
code, runtime information, and design specifications, which can help testers to improve the fuzzing
efficiency. Grey-box fuzzing is a kind of fuzzing between white-box fuzzing and black-box fuzzing.

Based on test case generation, fuzzing can be divided into mutation-based fuzzing and generation-
based fuzzing. The former generates test cases by modifying valid inputs, and the latter constructs
grammatically correct test cases by utilizing the rule definition file. Comparatively, the generation-
based method can pass verification easier so that it can improve code coverage effectively.

Depending on whether the runtime information is employed to guide the test case generation or
not, fuzzing can be classified into feedback fuzzing and no-feedback fuzzing. The former receives
feedback from the runtime information (e.g., code coverage information) to improve the fuzzing
efficiency as much as possible, while the latter does not collect any information during fuzzing, which
saves time but reduces efficiency. Based on the applications of exploration strategies, fuzzing can be
divided into directed fuzzing and coverage-guided fuzzing. Directed fuzzer generates test cases to
explore a particular set of execution paths while coverage-guide fuzzer is designed to maximize code
coverage to discover hidden vulnerabilities.
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Figure 2: The categories of fuzzing

2.2 Working Process

The working process of fuzzing is depicted in Fig. 3, which consists of seed file generation, test
case generation, test case execution, bug detection, and exploitability analysis. Based on the processes,
researchers add some additional processes to improve fuzzing efficiency, such as seed filter and test case
filter, which greatly improve the fuzzing results. The whole process of fuzzing is described in detail in
the following part.
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Figure 3: Working process of fuzzing

Seed file [10] is one of the critical factors affecting fuzzing performance. The sources of the seed
file are web crawlers, self-build, etc. For example, testers usually construct seed files using capture
tools that can capture the real protocol messages when performing fuzzing on the industrial protocol.
Seed filters can select seeds to enhance path traversal and vulnerability mining. The testers typically
consider execution speed, path frequency, path depth, and untraversed path branches when the seeds
are selected.

Test cases are generated using two approaches: mutation-based and generation-based approaches
[11]. The former mutates the seed files to obtain many test cases by executing mutation operators
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including adding, modifying, removing, and so on. The latter can generate highly structured test cases
by taking the input format into account. However, a large quantity of generated test cases cannot
trigger bugs, and it is a waste of time to execute these test cases. To improve the fuzzing efficiency, some
testers execute a test case filter before test case execution to filter test cases with a higher probability
of triggering vulnerabilities.

Test cases are then input into the program under testing. A monitor can output the runtime
information to guide the test case generation. When the program under testing crashes or reports
some errors, the relevant information will be gathered for exploitability analysis. The exceptional
information gathered when test cases are executed will be analyzed to identify if the crash is a bug.
Exploitability analysis helps to identify if it is a vulnerability [12].

2.3 Evaluation

The metrics to evaluate the performance of fuzzing are coverage, unique code path, unique crash
or bug, pass rate, etc. The following part presents a detailed introduction to these metrics.

Coverage is the most widely used metric for evaluating fuzzing performance, which includes
basic block, function, line, instruction, and branch coverage. V-Fuzz [13] is compared with VUzzer
[14] in terms of the basic block coverage as both utilize the same approach to evaluate the code
coverage. Godefroid et al. [15] measured the instruction coverage to evaluate the fuzzing effectiveness
of Samplefuzz. Wang et al. utilized samples gathered from a three-month crawling and the highly-
structured inputs generated by Skyfire [16] as seeds of American fuzzy lop (AFL) [17] to test several
open-source extensible stylesheet language transformations and extensible markup language (XML)
engines. They employ line coverage and function coverage as evaluation metrics of code coverage.
She et al. [18] compared the fuzzers on a 24-h fixed running time budget leveraging the sum of new
edges and the speed of edge coverage to evaluate the fuzzing performance.

The unique code path presents the number of code paths explored or triggered during fuzzing. In
[19], SmartSeed can trigger more unique paths compared with other seed strategies. SmartSeed + AFL
discovers 30.7% more unique paths than the existing strategies, which shows that SmartSeed yields
much better performance compared with state-of-the-art seed selection strategies. A unique crash or
bug is the number of unique crashes and bugs discovered during fuzzing, which is a suitable evaluation
criterion. In terms of the number of unique crashes, SmartSeed is compared with other seed strategies
for discovering unique crashes, and is found to have great efficiency and performs better than other
seed strategies.

The pass rate presents the proportion of test cases that can pass the syntax check of the program
under testing. In Skyfire, only 34% of the XML inputs generated by the approach based on context-
free grammar (CFG) could pass the semantic checking, while 85% and 63% of the XSL and XML
inputs generated by Skyfire that learns a probabilistic context-sensitive grammar (PCSG) can pass the
semantic checking and reach the application execution stage. It shows that PCSG is more useful than
CFG for generating inputs satisfying semantic checking.

3 Timeline

Since its introduction in 1990, fuzzing has been one of the most widely-adopted techniques for
testing the correctness and reliability of software. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of fuzzing over the past
30 years. In this section, we present the related works that have a significant impact on the development
of fuzzing.
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Figure 4: The evolution of fuzzing

Professor Barton Miller is regarded as the father of fuzzing [20]. In 1990, he first applied fuzz
testing to test the robustness of UNIX applications. He uses pure black-box testing, sending randomly
generated strings or characters to the application under testing to see if it crashes or hangs. In 1999,
OUSPG (Oulu University Secure Programming Group) began to work on the PROTOS project [21]
and published the PROTOS test toolset in 2002. The toolset constructs malformed packets according
to protocol specification documents and so on, which can be used to test network protocols. A large
number of vulnerabilities are found in the later tests.

In 2004, Michael Eddington proposed a cross-platform testing framework and released the tool
Peach [22]. It supports both generation-based and mutation-based fuzzing methods. The generation-
based fuzzing method can generate random data and fill a given model, and then generate malformed
data. The mutation-based fuzzing method can be modified based on a given sample and produce
malformed data. It is a flexible framework that maximizes code reuse. Sulley [23] is a fuzzing
framework including multiple extensible components. This framework aims to simplify not only data
representation but also data transmission and instrumentation. Sulley adapts a block-based data
generation approach that simplifies the process for testers to design test cases for complex protocols.
It also has a good scalability. However, it requires certain professional knowledge of testers and relies
on manual parsing of the protocol format.

In 2007, scalable automated guided execution (SAGE) [24], a white-box fuzzer using symbol
execution was born and benefitted from advances in dynamic symbol execution and test data
generation technology. By using the symbolic execution techniques, the constraints of conditional
statements on input are collected during the program running and used to generate new inputs. The
white-box fuzz testing has the advantage of fully understanding the internal situation of the target,
which can help get higher coverage and deep vulnerability detection effect.

In 2008, JSFunfuzz [25] was born to carry out fuzzing on targets with highly structured input.
This method generates random but grammatically correct JavaScript code according to the syntax
model. The idea of generating input based on syntax is proposed. It becomes an important guideline
for fuzzing targets with highly structured input. In 2009, Buzzfuzz [26] replaced the costly symbol
execution technique with taint analysis. A taint analysis technique relates the value of a variable used
in a program’s attack points to a specific part of the input data to guide the mutation strategy of fuzz
testing. This idea has also been used for reference in grey-box fuzzing.
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AFL is an excellent coverage-guided fuzzing tool. It obtains runtime information through code
instrumentation. When testing an open-source application, the instrumentation is carried out at
compile-time, while for a binary program, the instrumentation is performed at runtime utilizing
a modified quick emulator. There is more chance of being selected in the next mutation for test
cases exploring new execution paths. AFL is a powerful tool to mine vulnerabilities in real-world
applications such as common image parsing [27], file compression libraries, etc.

Bohme et al. [28] proposed AFLFast which is a coverage-based grey box fuzzer. It is observed that
the majority of test cases focus on the same few paths. For example, in a portable network graphics
processing program, a large portion of the test cases obtained by random mutation are invalid, and
the error handling path is triggered. Thus, paths are divided into low-frequent and high-frequent by
AFLFast. During fuzzing, it measures the frequency of paths, prioritizes seeds with less mutation, and
assigns extra energy to seeds exploring low-frequent paths.

AFLGo [29] is a directed grey box fuzzer, which sets some fragile codes as target locations and
gives priority to test cases closer to target locations. It can assign more testing resources to fragile
codes by employing an appropriately directed algorithm. However, AFLGo strongly depends on the
results of static analysis tools. Currently, static analysis tools still have a high false positive rate and
cannot provide accurate verification. Samplefuzz is the first attempt to automatically produce input
syntax from samples employing neural network-based learning techniques. A generation model for
automatically learning portable document format (PDF) objects based on the recursive neural network
is presented and evaluated. A great many new useful objects can be obtained by this model, and the
coverage is also improved.

Traditional mutation-based fuzzers, such as AFL, often require a corpus crawled from the
Internet. However, these corpora usually contain only the common grammar of these languages, and it
is difficult to trigger rare bugs. The generation-based fuzzer can generate strong structural input based
on a certain template or syntax and has achieved a good effect on testing language interpreters. By
comparing the two types of fuzzers and combining the two ideas, NAUTILUS [30] combines grammar
with code coverage feedback, which not only improves the effectiveness of fuzzing but also increases
the code coverage.

4 Key Techniques

Due to the advent of fuzzing, the techniques have gained increasing applications in software
testing. An increasing number of researchers and software security practitioners have introduced
various techniques to solve different problems of fuzzing, which has significantly improved its
performance. In this section, we systematically introduce these key techniques.

4.1 Traditional Techniques

In this section, we show how these techniques work in fuzzers. Table 2 summarizes the fuzzers
based on traditional techniques, including symbolic execution, coverage feedback, taint analysis, and
so on.
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Table 2: Summary of fuzzers based on traditional techniques

Reference Key techniques Type Target Source/Binary

[14] Dynamic taint analysis
symbolic execution

Whitebox Linux software Source

Data flow analysis
[17] Coverage feedback Whitebox Applications Source/Binary
[24] Symbolic execution Whitebox Large windows

applications
Binary

[26] Dynamic taint analysis Greybox Linux software Binary
Coverage feedback

[28] Markov chain Greybox Applications Source/Binary
[29] Simulated annealing Greybox Applications Source/Binary
[30] Grammar Coverage

feedback
Greybox Programming

language interpreters
Source

[31] Selective concolic
execution

Whitebox Applications Binary

[32] Symbolic execution Whitebox Closed source targets Binary
[33] Symbolic execution Whitebox Linux software Binary
[34] Coverage feedback Greybox Applications Source
[35] Coverage feedback Greybox Applications Binary
[36] Dynamic taint analysis Whitebox Applications Source
[37] Dynamic taint analysis

Symbolic execution
Whitebox Linux/Windows

software
Binary

[38] Grammar, symbolic
execution

Whitebox IE7 JavaScript
interpreter

Source

[39] Grammar Blackbox Interpreter Binary
[40] Grammar Coverage

feedback
Greybox XML and JavaScript

engines
Binary

[41] Model Blackbox Microsoft server
network instant
messaging protocol

Binary

[42] Model, Grammar Greybox XML processor Binary
[43] Model Greybox Smart TV system Binary
[44] Particle swarm

optimization
Greybox Applications Source/Binary

[45] Adversarial multi-armed
bandit model

Greybox Applications Source/Binary

[46] Ant colony optimization Greybox Applications Source

4.1.1 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution [47] was first proposed in 1976. Over the past few decades, it has evolved
several executions from classical execution to dynamic symbolic execution and selective symbolic
execution [31,48,49]. Symbolic execution substitutes program inputs with symbolic values and replaces
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corresponding concrete program operations with the ones that manipulate symbolic values [50]. In
2005, the concept of dynamic symbolic execution was proposed by Godefroid et al. [51]. In 2011,
Chipounov et al. [52] proposed the selective symbolic execution technique to restrict the range of
symbol state differentiation in the code of “interest”, which avoids unnecessary testing of other codes.
Many researchers [31–33] have introduced symbolic execution into fuzzing to improve the fuzzing
process.

Microsoft’s SAGE starts with well-formed inputs and symbolically executes the program to
exercise all possible execution paths. The input constraints on the program trace are collected to
generate new inputs that execute different paths of the program. Over 20 new bugs have been discovered
in real-world Windows applications, including file decoders, media players, and image processors.
However, it remains imperfect for the symbolic execution accuracy and constraint-solving capability.

Fuzzing and concolic execution are leveraged by Driller [31] in a complementary way to efficiently
detect bugs buried in a binary program. Fuzzing is employed to execute the compartments of an
application, while concolic execution is utilized to produce inputs that pass the complex checks
separating the compartments. This ensures that large-scale programs can be effectively analyzed.
However, test cases are processed as generic inputs in one component and specific inputs in another,
which leads to frequent calls to concolic execution, causing path explosions.

Böttinger et al. [32] combined the dynamic symbolic execution with fuzzing. The concolic
execution is interleaved with constrained fuzzing in a way that only paths providing the maximum
input generation frequency can be explored. Vulnerabilities in deep layers can be triggered in this
method. This method cannot be directed towards a specific location, as paths are built as deep as
possible through the program without direction.

SmartFuzz [33] concentrates on integer bugs. The symbolic execution is used to construct fuzzing
data that can trigger non-value-preserving width conversions, arithmetic overflows, or signed/unsigned
conversions. It outputs constraints as “close” as possible to the intermediate representation, with only
limited optimizations in the run. The main downside of this choice is that although each optimized
query is small, the total symbolic trace including all queries in a program can be several gigabytes.

4.1.2 Coverage Feedback

Intuitively, code coverage is closely related to bug coverage, and a fuzzer having higher code
coverage could help to discover more bugs [53]. Coverage-guided fuzzing is the most common
fuzzing technique, which is designed to maximize coverage to mine hidden vulnerabilities. Coverage
information is often obtained by using program instrumentation. It can be used to choose which
generated inputs to keep for fuzzing. If some inputs increase code coverage, they will be retained and
fuzzed in a continuous loop.

The coverage feedback allows the fuzzer to gradually reach deeper into the code and disclose
more vulnerabilities in a restricted time. Typical coverage-guided fuzzers include AFL, Libfuzzer [54],
OSSFuzz [55], Honggfuzz [56], etc. These tools have mined plenty of undisclosed vulnerabilities in real-
world software. The fuzz testing method based on coverage feedback is the main research direction of
fuzzing at present.

The basic flow of AFL is shown in Fig. 5. AFL has been remarkably useful for exposing bugs in
real-world software. However, it still has many flaws. The AFL employs a hash function and a hash
bitmap to record program execution paths, which improves the efficiency of code execution. Due to
the lack of a hash conflict solution, the statistics in AFL code coverage are not accurate, which affects
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the subsequent process of test case selection and mutation. Although AFL solves the blindness of
selection in mutation seed files to a certain extent, the mutation process is still blind when it is carried
out for a certain seed file. Without effective guidance for the mutation to be executed in the desired
direction, the probability of effective mutation is not high, which makes it difficult for AFL to explore
deep vulnerabilities.

Initial Inputs 
Seed 

Instrument 
Target 

App  

Mutate Test and Track 

Coverage Crash 
Potential 

Vulnerability

Test cases 

Seed pool

Figure 5: The basic flow of AFL

UnTracer [34] applies coverage-guided tracing to eliminate needless tracing. The start of each
basic block previously uncovered is overwritten with a software interrupt signal. A test case is traced
if it causes the interruption. The performance of fuzzing is improved by limiting the tracing cost to
only test cases that increase coverage. However, not all the inputs that yield new coverage should be
treated equally. The new code executed by some inputs is less likely to be vulnerable. The coverage
cannot accurately describe the state of a program, nor can it effectively distinguish the importance of
different paths.

TortoiseFuzz [35] introduces an innovative approach to input prioritization, leveraging a novel
technique known as coverage accounting. This method assesses program state across three distinct
granularities: basic blocks, loops, and function calls. By amalgamating the evaluation and coverage
information, TortoiseFuzz significantly enhances its capacity to unearth vulnerabilities related to
program memory. This advancement represents a notable stride forward in the realm of fuzz testing
methodologies.

4.1.3 Taint Analysis

In 1976, Denning introduced the pioneering concept of the information flow model, offering a
structured approach for formalizing the intricate processes of data processing and transmission within
software programs [57]. It is this seminal work that paved the way for the development of taint analysis,
a technique that draws heavily from the principles of the information flow theory. Fig. 6 shows an
intuitive example of the taint analysis process.

According to whether the program needs to be run during the analysis process, taint analysis can be
divided into static taint analysis [58] and dynamic taint analysis [59]. Dynamic taint analysis (DTA) is a
prevalent and useful technique to track the information flow in software without accessing the source
code [60], which runs a program and monitors which computations are influenced by predefined taint
sources (e.g., user input) [61]. With the emergence of dynamic program instrumentation platforms,
such as PIN [62], DynamoRIO [63], and Valgrind [64], dynamic taint analysis has a significant effect
on dynamic program analysis. Many researchers [14,26,36,37] introduced dynamic taint analysis into
fuzzing to guide the generation of test cases.
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Figure 6: An intuitive example of the process of taint analysis

The core of VUzzer [14] is the dynamic taint analysis, which plays a key role in evolving new inputs.
Information obtained during the taint analysis stage will be fed back to the input selection stage to
improve the performance of input selection and mutation strategies. VUzzer is designed to concentrate
more on generating inputs that can reach deeper paths. However, codes in deeper paths do not mean
that they are more likely to be vulnerable.

BuzzFuzz [26] uses DTA to obtain taint information, which can be used to guide the generation
of test cases targeting specific attack points without violating their syntactic validity. This approach
effectively enhances the quality of test cases. It necessitates access to the source code, which might
be unavailable or inaccessible in certain scenarios. As a result, the applicability of BuzzFuzz could be
constrained by the availability of source code resources.

The checksum mechanism is commonly used in network protocols and many file formats.
Traditional fuzzers are ineffective when there is a checksum mechanism to verify the integrity of inputs
in the program under testing. TaintScope [36] is a directed fuzzing system designed to bypass checksum
checks. It can generate inputs with a higher probability of triggering potential vulnerabilities utilizing
fine-grained dynamic taint tracing that leads to a dramatic improvement in the fuzzing effectiveness.

Program analysis, taint tracking, and symbolic execution are combined in Dowser [37] to mine
buffer overflow vulnerabilities. It finds the accesses that are most likely to cause buffer overflows by
program analysis. The inputs influencing these accesses are discovered by taint analysis, which then
makes only this set of inputs symbolic. This systematic integration of program analysis, taint tracking,
and symbolic execution in Dowser facilitates the exploration of deep vulnerabilities, thereby extending
its utility in detecting intricate software bugs.

4.1.4 Grammar

Well-formed inputs are required when we test the applications with highly structured input.
Grammar-based fuzzing finds vulnerabilities by inputting well-formed inputs according to rules that
encode application semantics [65].

Godefroid et al. [38] enhanced white-box fuzzing via a grammar-based specification of valid
inputs. Constraint solving and symbolic execution are combined in their test case generation method.
This combined strategy not only enhances the generation of diverse and meaningful test cases but also
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contributes to uncovering complex vulnerabilities that may not be easily detected using traditional
fuzzing methods.

LangFuzz [39] is a framework allowing black-box fuzzing of engines based on context-free
grammar. Fed with appropriate grammar, it can be easily adapted to a new language. Fed with
an appropriate set of test cases to mutate and extend, it can be easily adapted to new projects.
This unique approach to black-box fuzzing through grammar-based input generation contributes to
the generation of more focused and impactful test inputs, ultimately aiding in the identification of
potential vulnerabilities and defects within software systems.

Superion [40] was proposed to complement mutation and grammar-blind trimming strategies in
AFL. Each test input is parsed into an abstract syntax tree (AST) based on the grammar of the test
inputs. Then, a grammar-aware trimming strategy is introduced, which iteratively removes each subtree
in the AST of the test input and observes coverage differences. It also contains two grammar-aware
mutation strategies, which improve code coverage and bug discovery ability in AFL.

The grammar and code coverage feedback are used in NAUTILUS [30] to effectively test programs
with highly structured input. The combination of coverage feedback and grammar-based splicing
increases the effectiveness of fuzzing. However, the source code and grammar of an application are
needed. This prerequisite may limit the applicability of NAUTILUS in scenarios where access to such
information is restricted or unavailable.

4.1.5 Model

The basic idea of model-based fuzzing is that instead of generating test cases manually, selected
algorithms automatically generate test cases from a (set of) model (s) of the system under testing or of
its environment [66]. Hsu et al. [41] proposed a model-based methodology employing an automatically
synthesized formal protocol behavioral model to guide input selection. Their experiments with
Microsoft server network instant messaging clients prove the effectiveness of this methodology.
However, the lack of testing feedback may influence fuzzing efficiency.

BlendFuzz [42] is a model-based framework for the effective fuzzing of programs with grammati-
cal inputs. It uses grammar to model program inputs, which enables test cases to pass the initial paring
stage of the test program. The possibility of uncovering bugs and security vulnerabilities is added by
constructing mutated test cases which may reach intractable corner cases. By combining grammar-
based modeling and mutation techniques, BlendFuzz establishes an effective strategy for maximizing
the efficiency of the fuzzing process and deepening the exploration of potential program vulnerabilities.

Gebizli et al. [43] proposed a method to refine models employed for model-based fuzzing by taking
advantage of the principles of risk-based testing. Markov Chains are utilized as system models in which
state transition probabilities decide the generation of test cases. The memory leaks obtained during the
previous test execution are utilized to update probability values. Promising results are observed in the
context of an industrial case study.

4.1.6 Optimization Algorithms

Scheduling algorithms aim to improve the fuzzing performance with an optimized seed selection
strategy and seed mutation strategy [67]. In fuzzing, many researchers consider seed scheduling, muta-
tion scheduling, etc., as optimization problems. Numerous algorithms such as Simulated Annealing
(SA) [68], Genetic Algorithms (GA) [69], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [70], and Ant Colony
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Optimization (ACO) [71] are utilized as scheduling algorithms to improve efficiency. Table 3 shows the
optimization solutions for different fuzzing processes.

Table 3: Optimization solutions for different fuzzing processes

Paper Year Algorithm Process

[28] 2016 Markov chain Seed scheduling
[29] 2017 Simulated annealing Seed scheduling
[44] 2019 Particle swarm Mutation scheduling

Optimization
[45] 2020 Multi-armed bandit Seed scheduling
[46] 2021 Ant colony Mutation scheduling

Optimization

AFLFast models coverage-based grey box fuzzing as a Markov chain. Then, a monotonous power
schedule is implemented to allocate energy. This can quickly come close to the minimum energy needed
to find a new path. However, AFLFast cannot be adapted flexibly to the allocation strategy by the
fuzz process, which raises the average energy cost of finding a new path. In addition, while AFLFast
presents the transition probability in fuzzing and identifies the method for assigning energy based on
the transition probability, it is not capable of providing a detailed analysis of the transition probability.

AFLGo is an AFL-based fuzzer leveraging a simulated annealing power schedule to generate test
cases that can efficiently reach the target program location. The simulated annealing power schedule
progressively allocates more energy to seeds close to the target location and less energy to seeds far
from the target location. Compared with non-directed fuzzers, AFLGo has better results in testing
the given target programs. However, it prefers the path closer to the target, which may lead to missing
some potential vulnerabilities.

In [44], the authors considered mutation scheduling as an optimization problem, and a novel
mutation scheduling scheme was proposed. A customized Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
was utilized by the scheme in [44] to obtain the optimal selection probability distribution of operators
for improving the fuzzing effect, which can be widely utilized for the existing mutation-based fuzzers.

EcoFuzz [45] utilizes a variant of the Adversarial Multi-Armed Bandit (VAMAB) model to model
coverage-based grey box fuzzing. An adaptive average-cost-based power schedule is also employed,
which can effectively reduce the energy cost and achieve maximum coverage of fuzzing in a limited
time. The integration of the VAMAB model and the adaptive power schedule amplifies the potential
of EcoFuzz in efficiently exploring diverse execution paths, thereby enhancing the overall effectiveness
of the fuzzing process.

In [46], regression grey box fuzzing (RGF) was proposed, which fuzzes the code that has
changed more recently or more often. The key innovation of RGF lies in its ability to adaptively
prioritize mutated bytes based on their potential to produce impactful test inputs. By intelligently
allocating resources to promising bytes, RGF achieves a more efficient exploration of the input space,
leading to improved code coverage and vulnerability discovery. This approach represents a significant
advancement in grey box fuzzing techniques and demonstrates promising results in practical use cases.
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4.2 Smart Techniques

As machine learning has evolved in cybersecurity, it has also been applied to many studies in
fuzzing. Table 4 lists the smart techniques for different steps of fuzzing testing. In this section, we
introduce these smart techniques.

Table 4: Summary of smart techniques for different steps of fuzzing testing

Paper Birth year Algorithm Application

[15] 2017 Recurrent neural networks (RNN) Testcase generation
[19] 2018 GAN Testcase generation
[25] 2017 Generative adversarial network (GAN) Testcase generation
[40] 2019 Long short-term memory (LSTM) Seed file generation
[72] 2019 LSTM Seed file generation
[73] 2019 LSTM Testcase generation
[74] 2019 Wasserstein generative adversarial

networks (WGAN)
Testcase generation

[75] 2020 Convolutional neural network (CNN) Testcase filter
[76] 2018 RL Mutation operator selection
[77] 2010 Reinforcement learning (RL) Mutation operator selection
[78] 2018 RL Mutation operator selection
[79] 2018 RL Mutation operator selection

4.2.1 Applications of Deep Learning in Fuzzing

Deep learning [80,81], which includes RNN [82], LSTM [83] network, GAN [84], CNN [85] and so
on, has made great progress. In cybersecurity, deep learning has been applied to fuzzing by a growing
number of researchers, which provides a new way to address difficult problems in previous research.

(1) Recurrent Neural Network

Compared with ordinary neural networks, RNN is good at mining and utilizing temporal and
semantic information in data. It is mainly used to process and predict sequence data. The characteristic
of sequence data is that the data are correlated before and after. In an ordinary neural network, the
nodes between layers are connected, while the nodes in the same network layer are not related to each
other. Therefore, it cannot well express the relevance of nodes in the same layer, that is, the relevance
of sequence data cannot be well represented. RNN is a feed-forward neural network with a time
connection such that it has both state and time connections between channels. The input information
of a neuron includes not only the output of the previous nerve cell layer but also its state in the previous
channel.

In fuzzing, RNN has been studied for test case generation. Samplefuzz utilizes the Char-RNN
model to learn a generative model. Given a starting prefix, new sequences (PDF objects) can be
generated by sampling the distribution using the model. The model not only generates a large number
of new well-formed objects but also improves code coverage, compared with various forms of random
fuzzing. The complex test case generation is transferred into a language modeling task in [86]. The
neural language model (NLM) based on deep RNNs are utilized to learn the structure of complex
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input files. Two specific fuzzing algorithms, MetadataNeuralFuzz and DataNeuralFuzz, are proposed.
The former focuses on the parsing stage, while the latter aims at the rendering stage of input file
processing. The proposed method achieves significant improvements in code coverage and accuracy.

(2) Long Short-Term Memory Network

LSTM is a variant of the traditional recurrent neural network that can effectively tackle the
problem of long-term dependence. LSTM adds a “gate” based on the RNN model, through which
it can control whether the previous information is forgotten or remembered, to solve the gradient
explosion problem caused by long text. LSTM is used to perform seed file generation and test case
generation in fuzzing.

Wang et al. [72] made use of an LSTM model to learn the hidden pattern of vulnerable program
paths and identify vulnerable paths to guide seed selection. More paths that are more likely to be
vulnerable can be explored by these seeds selected. SeqFuzzer [73] can automatically learn frame
structures according to communication traffic and generate spurious but plausible messages as fuzzing
data. It uses three-layer deep LSTMs in the seq2seq model. An encoder LSTM model learns the
syntax of the protocol data and a decoder LSTM model predicts the corresponding receiving protocol
sequence. Rajpal et al. [87] implemented sequence-to-sequence and LSTM to predict optimal locations
in the input files to execute the mutations. It can result in notably more unique code paths, code
coverage, and crashes on different input formats.

(3) Generative Adversarial Network

Since its emergence, GAN has become one of the most popular research directions in deep learn-
ing. The architecture for GAN consists of two parts: a generator and a discriminator. The generator
tries to generate fake data with the same distribution as real data as possible. The discriminator
makes a judgment about the input of the generation data and real data, and constantly adjusts
model parameters based on the loss function. A simple GAN utilizes a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
to implement the generator and discriminator. Deep convolutional generative adversarial network
(DCGAN) [88] replaces the MLP of the simple GAN with CNN. TextGAN [89] and SeqGAN [90]
implement discriminators through a recurrent neural network, and the generator is implemented
by CNN.

Seed file is one of the critical factors influencing fuzzing effectiveness. Some researchers are
focusing on providing fuzzing with a better seed file so that more crashes can be found. In [91], the
performance of the AFL was improved by using novel seed files built from a GAN model. Similarly,
GAN can be used to generate test cases. Li et al. [74] proposed an efficient fuzzing approach applying
WGANs to construct fuzzing tests for industrial control protocols. This approach can generate
similar data frames without requiring detailed protocol specifications by learning the distribution and
structure of real data frames. Hu et al. [92] utilized the generative adversarial network, using an RNN
with LSTM cells as the generative model and a CNN as the discriminative model, to train a generative
model on the protocol messages dataset to uncover the protocol grammar. Then the model can produce
fake messages, which share various similarities with the authentic ones.

(4) Convolutional Neural Network

The CNN is a deep neural network with a convolutional structure. A typical convolutional neural
network mainly includes an input layer, a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, a full connection layer,
and an output layer. It is essentially a map from input to output, which can learn plenty of mapping
relations between the input and output without any precise mathematical expression. Zong et al. [75]
proposed an approach based on a 3-layer CNN, which can filter out invalid inputs without the program
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execution. In this method, the deep learning model is trained to predict whether a program can run
the target vulnerable code using a new input generated by learning from previous executions.

4.2.2 Applications of RL in Fuzzing

RL [93] refers to the machine learning problem in which the agent learns the optimal behavior
strategy in the interaction with the environment. Its essence is the learning problem of the most ordered
decision. The agent acquires the current state of the environment and selects an action according to
the current state. Then the action acts on the environment, the environment responds to the action,
and the agent gets a reward. Due to the similarity between the problem of selecting mutation operators
and the types of problems that can be tackled using RL, existing research has predominantly focused
on leveraging RL techniques to improve the process of selecting better mutation operators.

Bottinger et al. [76] regarded fuzzing as an RL problem employing Markov decision processes
and present a fuzzing method using deep Q-learning that selects highly-rewarded mutation actions.
Becker et al. [77] proposed an autonomic fuzzing framework that leverages an RL model to learn the
fuzzing strategy. The model adopts three different reward functions of monitoring, debugging, and
tracing networks to select the best strategies for fuzzing.

For testing Commercial-Off-The-Shelf 4G/long term evolution (LTE) Android mobile devices,
LTE-oriented emulation-instrumented fuzzing testbed is constructed in [78]. A fuzzer is trained using
RL, which can balance its vulnerability mining efforts between exploitation and exploration, avoiding
undesirable crashes owing to inconsistent process states after behavior perturbation. Drozd et al. [79]
obtained state information using program monitors of low level virtual machine (LLVM) Sanitizers.
This state information is used by RL to optimize mutation operators. The OpenAl Gym is integrated
with libFuzzer, which can take advantage of advances in RL and fuzzing to reach a deeper coverage.

5 Application Scenarios
5.1 Fuzzing for Industrial Control Protocols

Industrial control system (ICS) is a general term that covers several types of control systems,
encompassing supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, distributed control systems
(DCS), and other control system configurations [94]. The ICS protocol takes a key role in the
communication between ICS components. As shown in Fig. 7, many protocols are applied to the
industrial control system. Profibus, Modbus, Distributed Network Protocol (DNP) 3.0, and other
protocols are common in multiple industries, which typically have few or no security capabilities such
as encryption and authentication to keep data from unauthorized access or modification. Ensuring
the security of ICS protocols is essential to guarantee ICS operation safety. Test case generation is a
key issue in protocol fuzzing. Many efforts are focusing on test case generation.

The work in [95] leveraged coverage-guided packet crack and generation to construct test cases.
Those useful packets triggering new path coverage are retained and then cracked into pieces. Higher-
quality new packets are constructed by processing these pieces for further testing. A new test case
generation method targeting protocol fuzzing was proposed in [96]. The construction of the protocol
classification tree provides a basic unit for generating test cases. The fuzzing data for each field is
generated by performing a Cartesian product between the sets of attribute values. By mutating all
protocol fields, a test case for protocol is obtained.
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Figure 7: A summary of frequently used industrial control protocols

Lv et al. [97] proposed an efficient fuzzing method for constructing spurious yet useful protocol
messages. They leverage the power of Bidirectional Long short-term memory (BLSTM) and DCGAN
to learn the sequential structure of real-world protocol messages, enabling the generation of similar
data frames. While the approach shows promise, smarter log analysis approaches and result analysis
strategies are required to further enhance the statistical analysis efficiency and effectiveness of the
generated protocol messages.

5.2 Web Fuzzing

Executed by a web server, a web application is a software application, which responds to dynamic
web page requests over HTTP [98]. Web applications [99] have become increasingly vulnerable and
exposed to malicious attacks with the increasing development of the Internet. Table 5 provides a
summary of the common attacks exploiting web vulnerabilities. The main security problem faced by
web applications is the acceptance and handling of potentially malicious and unauthenticated data.
Providing malicious inputs is one of the strengths of fuzzing. Many researchers mine vulnerabilities in
the web application by fuzzing.

Table 5: A summary of common attacks exploiting web vulnerabilities

Categories Attacks

Authentication Weak password recovery validation, insufficient authentication, brute
force

Authorization Insufficient authorization, insufficient session expiration,
credential/session prediction, session fixation

Client-side attacks Cross-site scripting, content spoofing

(Continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

Categories Attacks

Command execution Format string attack, buffer overflow, structured query language
injection, light directory access protocol injection, operating system (OS)
commanding, server-side includes injection, XML path injection

Information disclosure Path traversal, directory indexing, predictable resource location,
information leakage

Logical attacks Denial of service, abuse of functionality, insufficient anti-automation,
insufficient process validation

In web browsers, the JavaScript interpreter is particularly prone to security issues. Only the
semantically valid program can be accepted by a JavaScript interpreter. A built-in JavaScript grammar
is needed for JavaScript interpreter fuzzing. LangFuzz takes the grammar as its input and can use its
grammar to learn code fragments from a given code base. It can use grammar to randomly produce
effective programs, which contain code fragments that may lead to invalid behavior.

Classical black-box web vulnerability scanners neglect the fact that a web application’s state can be
changed by any request. Ignoration of the state of a web application makes scanners only test a fraction
of the web application. A partial model of the web application’s state machine is constructed in [100].
The model can be employed to fuzz the application in a state-aware manner, thus more vulnerabilities
can be discovered.

Client side validation (CSV) vulnerabilities are due to the unsecured use of untrusted data in the
client code of a web application. The growth of complexity in JavaScript application makes CSV easy
to appear. FLAX [101] is built to systematically discover CSV vulnerabilities by combining dynamic
taint analysis with random fuzzing. It also reduces JavaScript semantics to an intermediate language
with a simple type system and a few operations. Compared with tools that use symbolic execution
techniques, FLAX is lightweight with no false positives.

Cross-site scripting (XSS) is one of the top vulnerabilities. KameleonFuzz [102] is the first black-
box genetic algorithm (GA) driven fuzzing tool for Type-1 and 2 XSS. The generation and evolution
of malicious inputs are implemented by a genetic algorithm and directed by an attack grammar. It has
high XSS revealing capabilities with no false positives.

5.3 OS Kernel Fuzzing

Fig. 8 shows the number of vulnerabilities reported in the Linux kernel from 2005 to 2023, which
is derived from [103]. We can see that many Linux kernel vulnerabilities have been reported every
year since 2005. Kernel vulnerabilities can be fatal to a system. An attacker could exploit a kernel
vulnerability to gain full privileges. It would be inefficient to apply fuzzing directly to the kernel. First,
feedback mechanisms cannot be applied. Additionally, there is nondeterminism caused by interrupts,
kernel threads, statefulness, and similar mechanisms, which may pose some problems. Furthermore, a
kernel crash may slow down the performance of the fuzzer when a process fuzzes its kernel. To address
the above problems, security researchers have come up with many solutions to applying fuzzing to the
kernel.
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Figure 8: Linux kernel vulnerabilities by year

Syzkaller [104] is an unsupervised coverage-guided kernel fuzzer. While initially developed for
the Linux kernel, Syzkaller has since been extended to support other operating systems as well.
The template and code coverage information are used to guide the fuzzing process [105]. Syzkaller
utilizes declarative descriptions of the system calls to present executable test cases [106]. An executable
sequence of system calls can form the “Prog” structure in Syzkaller, which represents a single input
for execution. A large number of Progs are grouped to form a test case corpus. Due to its effectiveness
in identifying vulnerabilities in kernel code, Syzkaller is currently one of the most widely-used systems
call fuzzers for the Linux kernel [107].

Aiming at the problem that existing fuzzers are limited to user space components of an operating
system, kernel-AFL [108] is proposed. This tool improves coverage-guided kernel fuzzing in an os-
independent and hardware-assisted way by utilizing a hypervisor (Intel VT-x) and Intel’s Processor
Trace (PT) technology. The first is a technique used to improve the efficiency of virtualization, which
makes it possible for the virtual machine monitor to operate and control virtual machines faster, more
reliable, and safer than traditional virtualization. The second PT tracing technique allows the CPU
to collect partial contextual information about the operation of instructions, which is important for
inferring Fuzz input. It has a better performance than TriforceAFL [109].

Many kernel fuzzers find vulnerabilities by calling random kernel application programming
interface (API) functions with randomly generated parameter values. However, some challenges
appear with this approach. One is that the order of kernel API calls should be valid. The other
is that the parameters of API calls should have random yet well-formed values following the API
specification. Inferred model-based fuzzer (IMF) [110] addresses these challenges by leveraging an
automatic model inference technique. An API model is deduced by analyzing kernel API call sequences
obtained from executing a regular program. Then the model is employed to generate test cases
iteratively during the fuzzing process. IMF is the first model-based fuzzer running on macOS, but
the technique proposed can also be employed in other operating systems.

Relying on hand-coded rules to generate valid seed sequences of system calls limits the effective-
ness of the fuzzers. Therefore, MoonShine [111] is proposed, which automatically produces seeds for
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OS fuzzers by extracting system call traces gathered from executions of real programs. To start with,
it captures system call traces along with the coverage achieved by each call when real-world programs
are executed. Moreover, the calls contributing the newest coverage are selected and the dependencies
of each such call are identified. Ultimately, these calls are classified into seed programs.

Hybrid fuzzing [112] combining fuzzing and symbolic execution is effective in vulnerability
mining. However, there are some challenges when it is applied to kernel fuzzing. One is that the use
of a large number of indirect control shifts to support polymorphism in the kernel makes traditional
fuzzing inefficient. Another problem is that inferring the right sequence (and dependency) of syscalls
is difficult. Moreover, the structures in syscall arguments are nested, which makes interface templating
difficult.

The study in [113] introduced the first hybrid kernel fuzzer, which enhances the efficiency of
hybrid kernel fuzzing by handling the challenges mentioned above. The indirect control flows are
converted to direct ones by translating the original kernel at the compilation time. The system states
are reconstructed by inferring the right calling sequence. For nested structures in syscall arguments,
it retrieves nested syscall arguments during runtime by leveraging the domain knowledge of how the
kernel deals with the arguments.

5.4 Fuzz Testing for Deep Learning System

As deep learning systems penetrate into many fields such as autonomous driving, speech recogni-
tion, and financial markets, the discovery of their internal security vulnerabilities becomes a research
hotspot.

In [114], a coverage-guided fuzzing method is applied to neural networks. The coverage metric is
provided by a fast approximate nearest neighbor algorithm. Random mutations of inputs to a neural
network are directed by the coverage metric toward the target of meeting user-specified constraints.
The proposed method can detect numerical errors, disagreements between neural networks and their
quantized versions, and unexpected behaviors in a character-level language model.

DeepHunter [115] is also a coverage-guided fuzzing framework that leverages the neuron coverage
and coverage criteria proposed by DeepGauge [116]. A metamorphic mutation strategy is employed
to generate images. It also applies a frequency-aware seed selection strategy based on the number of
times a seed is fuzzed. DeepHunter can significantly reduce the false positive rate, while achieving high
coverage and vulnerability discovering capabilities.

Deep learning fuzz (DLFuzz) [117] is the first differential fuzzing framework designed to mine
vulnerabilities in deep learning systems. It continuously performs minute mutations on the inputs to
improve the coverage of neurons and the prediction difference between the original and mutated inputs.
This framework is valuable in uncovering incorrect behaviors of deep learning systems at an early stage,
as well as in ensuring reliability and robustness.

CoCoFuzzing [118] introduces a novel approach to assess the robustness of neural code models.
The method automates the generation of valid and semantically-preserving test cases using ten
mutation operators. A neuron coverage-based guidance mechanism is employed to steer the test case
generation process, ensuring the exploration of diverse and meaningful test scenarios. CoCoFuzzing
enables the examination of the robustness and scalability of neural code models, thus contributing to
the advancement of testing techniques in the context of neural code systems.

Duo [119] is a novel differential fuzzing framework that tests deep learning libraries directly at the
operator level. Markov Chain Monte Carlo optimization sampling strategy and mutation operators
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are adopted to generate tests. At the same time, a power schedule algorithm is used to set up the
test input batch size. It can mine three types of defects, including implementation bugs, high cost of
execution time, and high precision error.

Park et al. [120] proposed a mixed and constrained mutation (MCM) strategy for coverage-
guided fuzzing in deep-learning systems. The mutation approach considers two primary objectives:
input diversity and validity. By combining various image transformation algorithms, it achieves input
diversity, while applying constraints on the transformation algorithm ensures input validity. As a
result, the MCM strategy has shown remarkable improvements in both coverage and vulnerability
mining, effectively enhancing the overall performance of fuzzing in deep-learning systems.

5.5 Smart Contracts Fuzzing

In short, a smart contract [121] is a computer program that automatically executes when certain
conditions are satisfied. The decentralized, tamper-proof platform of blockchain is a perfect solution
to the lack of a well-run platform for smart contracts, greatly promoting the development of the
smart contract. Unfortunately, the current writing of smart contracts is not rigorous and standard,
which leads to the possibility of internal vulnerabilities. The hidden vulnerabilities in smart contracts
could cause significant financial losses to users if exploited by attackers. The infamous decentralized
autonomous organization contract bug [122] resulted in a USD 60 million loss.

ContractFuzzer [123], proposed by Jiang et al., is the first fuzzing framework designed to mine
security vulnerabilities [124] in smart contracts on the Ethereum platform [125]. By analyzing the
application binary interfaces, it produces inputs that match the invocation grammars of the smart
contracts under testing. To detect real smart vulnerabilities, new test oracles for diverse kinds of
vulnerabilities are defined and Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is instrumented to monitor smart
contract execution. ContractFuzzer is a useful smart contract fuzzing tool with excellent practicality
and applicability.

He et al. [126] presented a new fuzzing approach based on imitation learning [127], which learns
an efficient and effective fuzzer from a symbolic execution expert. First, a large number of quality
inputs are generated using a symbolic execution expert. Then, a fuzzing policy represented by neural
networks is trained over these inputs. Finally, the learned policy can be employed to generate inputs
for fuzzing smart contracts. This method shows its high coverage and vulnerability detection ability in
smart contracts fuzzing.

sFuzz [128] introduces an innovative approach to the fuzz testing landscape by specializing in the
assessment of smart contracts within the Ethereum ecosystem. By harnessing the power of AFL-based
fuzzing, it incorporates a streamlined adaptive strategy for seed selection. This strategy, characterized
by its lightweight design, contributes to the dynamic evolution of the fuzzing process. Built based on
Aleth [129], it can be extended to various EVMs and oracles, and fuzzing strategies. sFuzz can discover
vulnerabilities effectively and achieve high code coverage.

There are two main challenges, unobservable constraints, and blockchain effects in smart contract
exploit generation. To address these problems, ETHPLOIT [130] uses taint constraints, EVM instru-
mentation, and dynamic seed strategy, to enable more effective exploit generation. It implements a
dynamic seed strategy that uses runtime values as feedback to find the cryptographic function solution
from execution histories. Instrumented EVM is leveraged to provide custom configurations. It also
utilizes a taint analysis to guide the generation of a transaction sequence, which minimizes search
space and improves the efficiency of the fuzzing process.
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6 Challenges and Future Directions

By analyzing the existing research results, we can identify and summarize some trends based on
the reviewed paper, which may inspire further works and new ideas.

As the demand for software functionality increases, so does the complexity of software. This
complexity leads to an increase in the number of execution paths in the software. Therefore, generating
high-quality test cases and minimizing unnecessary testing costs have become pressing issues to
address. The combination of vulnerability prediction based on deep learning is still in its infancy, and
it is believed that this direction will flourish in the future.

An increasing number of researchers are adopting deep learning methods to address the challenges
in fuzzing. However, these learning-based approaches heavily rely on datasets. Presently, most studies
use self-constructed datasets, which often suffer from accuracy and reliability issues. The absence of
a precise and open-source benchmark dataset hinders the widespread application of deep learning
in fuzzing. Constructing a unified and standardized open-source vulnerability dataset that covers all
types of vulnerabilities is a hot topic.

Currently, coverage-guided grey box fuzzing stands as one of the most effective fuzzing techniques.
In testing, it aims to cover as many program paths as possible within a limited time budget, ideally
leading to the discovery of more vulnerabilities. However, the efficiency improvement of coverage-
guided grey box fuzzing, backed by conventional technologies, has reached a bottleneck due to
the absence of new technology advancements. The generation of high-coverage test cases is still an
important point of research. With the development of the program analysis technology, the two may
be more closely combined in the future.

7 Conclusions

Fuzzing stands out as one of the most successful techniques for vulnerability mining. Over the
past three decades, it has undergone significant evolution, leading not only to improvements in the
existing solutions but also to the emergence of new ideas, and in some instances, groundbreaking
practical breakthroughs. This paper offers a comprehensive overview of fuzzing, covering background
knowledge, representative fuzzers, key techniques, and diverse application scenarios. By analyzing the
current research landscape, we summarize the challenges encountered by fuzzing and propose the
potential future research directions. We anticipate that researchers will delve into these challenges to
enhance the efficiency of fuzz testing techniques and improve system security [131]. We suggest that
future work should be explored in the following aspects: building one-stop cluster fuzzing platforms,
combining deep learning with fuzzing, constructing unified standardized datasets, and leveraging
program analysis.
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